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RENAISSANCE EYES: ‘material and spiritual’ *
by Andrew Johnson, www.renaissanceintuscany.com
How might renaissance observers themselves have interpreted
what we can see ? Observers such as Aeneas Sylvius
Piccolomini, Pope Pius II (1405-1464), and the cultivated
officials of the Church, new humanists, bishops and priests,
nobles and high civic officers or secular elites, who formed his
wide circle (including his family, even some women such as
Pius’s sisters), perhaps as well the churchmen, businessmen,
artists and artisans who worked for Pope Pius to create the marvellous cathedral for Pius’ new ‘city’
of Pienza.
Renaissance men and women were mostly, of course, like us humanly materialist in their daily lives
and aspirations (as the minatory fulminations of preachers such as Bernardino of Siena -- whose
presence was vividly remembered and admired by Aeneas Sylvius -- and, later,
Savonarola in Florence, make abundantly clear). Many of them were increasingly attentive to
evidence in addition to revelation or instead of traditional authority -- especially humanists
enamoured of classical civilization such as Aeneas Sylvius. He himself was one of the first high clerics
publicly to recognize the proof by his humanist colleagues Nicholas of Cusa and Lorenzo Valla,
through historical and linguistic analysis, of the falsity of the so-called ‘donation of Constantine’ by
which popes were supposedly granted vast, quasi-imperial powers by the Roman Emperor
Constantine the Great. Renaissance humanist historians were developing and applying scientific
methods, with a new rigour.
Still, no-one in Pope Pius’s Christian Europe lived apart from or uninformed of Christian beliefs.
Religious dimensions of life were pervasive, however driven and riven that world was by waywardly
human personal, familial, commercial, artistic or political considerations, by ordinary daily strivings
and extraordinary achievements; and however many decried the behaviour of fallible churchmen -- as
Pope Pius himself did, too, in scorching words. As fundamental as those earthly realities, was belief
and concern for an afterlife. The soul living on ‘after it is released from this corporeal frame’, wrote
Pius as Pope at the outset of his unique memoirs or Commentaries on his own life, ‘either suffers a
wretched lot or joins the company of happy spirits’; as an exuberant renaissance man, he added
‘while men live they take pleasure in the glory of the present, which they hope will continue after
death’.
Moreover, for these renaissance men and women this world and the next were far more intertwined
than for most of us today. Observers were closely attuned to multiple meanings in the world around
them, involving the religious and the secular, spiritual and earthly, the visible and the invisible. This
may well have been the case especially for learned humanists closely associated with the Church, as
many of them were, and for patrons of art: particularly sacred art and architecture.
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Well-known to them, for instance, were the works of the early Christian believed to be Dionysius
the Athenian converted by Saint Paul, who declared ‘it is quite impossible that we humans should, in
any immaterial way, rise up to imitate and to contemplate the heavenly hierarchies without the aid of
those material means capable of guiding us as our nature requires. Hence, any thinking person realizes
that the appearances of beauty are signs of an invisible loveliness’.
As Bishop William Durand (died 1296) put it in the first sentence of his very influential (among the
learned at least) Rationale divinorum officiorum, ‘Whatever belongs to the liturgical office, objects,
and furnishings of the Church is full of signs of the divine and the sacred mysteries, and each of them
overflows with a celestial sweetness when it is encountered by a diligent observer’. For instance,
‘Jerusalem is understood historically as that earthly city that pilgrims seek; allegorically, it represents
the church militant; tropologically, any faithful soul; anagogically, the heavenly Jerusalem, or our
homeland’ (spiritually, in eternity).
‘The material Church thus represents the spiritual’. Churches were built materially to shelter and
adorn worship, but also to express spiritual meanings through their material means. It was (and is
today, for the Catholic Church) a religious commonplace to believe that – in Bishop Durand’s words
again – ‘the material church in which the people have come to praise God signifies the holy Church in
heaven, constructed of living stones...Truly, whatever is done here visibly, God accomplishes in the
soul through an invisible power’.

Durand wrote in the late thirteenth century, but his Rationale was representative and considered
authoritative for centuries: it was printed as early as 1459, one of the first printed books after the
Bible itself. Many other works and commentaries by theologians and popular preachers elaborated
upon symbolic or spiritual significances of virtually every material element of churches and of every
rite and every Biblical text. After all, ‘The Word of God makes use of poetic imagery’, said Dionysius.
Most often there were several readings considered complementary, not mutually exclusive. Durand is
especially comprehensive: he attributes a multitude of spiritual significations for churches’ material or
architectural forms, artistic and liturgical furnishings, as well as rites, in remarkable (and occasionally
tedious) detail. He interprets spiritually church floors, walls and columns and windows, roofs and
doors and towers and bells, even the traditional rooster as church weathervane; as well as, more
obviously, altars, pulpits, the bishop’s pastoral staff, priestly vestments, and much more.
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Re-viewing the Pienza cathedral facade, for instance, the twelve columns would have reminded
renaissance ‘eyes of the mind’ of Christ’s twelve apostles and perhaps, to the more learned, of the
twelve gates to the Heavenly Jerusalem proclaimed in the Book of Revelation by the apostle and
evangelist Saint John – that Heavenly Jerusalem, the City of God, which the material church
symbolized. The three grand arches arising from those columns must have recalled to
contemporaries’ minds not only classical Roman triumphal arches but also triple portals to heaven,
especially arching as they do high above the actual triple doors into the church: ‘The door of the
church is Christ’, wrote Durand, ‘according to His words in the Bible “I am the doorway” to eternal
life’. A threefold form could imply the Trinity, one God as Father, Son and Holy Spirit – as could the
triangular pediment above. The four massive piers and giant pilasters powerfully supporting the
pediment and the overall facade, in visual effect supporting the whole church, could evoke the four
evangelists and their four gospels (Saints Matthew, Mark, Luke and John), as well perhaps as the four
official ‘doctors of the church’ and interpreters of the Gospel (Saints Gregory, Jerome, Augustine and
Ambrose); Durand wrote ‘the church, with its four walls, that is, in the doctrine of the four Gospels,
rises far and wide toward the heights, that is, the heights of virtue’.
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Spiritual or religious readings of architectural forms evoked tenets of a Christian faith held broadly in
common by fifteenth century men and women, albeit with many local differences and diverse
emphases very important to them. These tenets were implemented and taught by their Church and
its priests in daily masses, in the sung liturgy of the ‘offices’, sacramental rites, sermons and readings,
through frequent recitation of the Credo and the virtually universal prayers ‘Ave Maria’ and the
‘Paternoster’ (‘Our Father’).
And of course through religious arts: ‘The pictures and ornaments of the church are the readings and
scriptures of the laity’, emphasized Bishop Durand, citing Pope Gregory the Great. ‘Indeed’, not only
for the laity, ‘pictures seem to move the soul more than texts’.
‘ “The eyes” -- that is, the intellect -- “of the wise man are in his head” -- that is , in his mind’, said
Durand quoting the Biblical book of Ecclesiastes. We, today, who see the cathedral in aesthetic or
architectural terms, fulfilling and inspiring as that is, may not quite see it whole, as it were, in the
minds’ eyes of its renaissance creators and observers. Perhaps, without necessarily sharing their
beliefs, we ‘can see’ this world of renaissance Pienza better – comprehend it more, and what its
makers may have intended us to see -- if we are alert to the double optic, material and spiritual, each
illuminating the other.
In sum, as Bishop Durand wrote, ‘invisible things are more easily grasped through visible things’.

**************************

* Adapted from Andrew Johnson, Pienza’s Missing Statues: Insight from a Renaissance Puzzle into a
Pope’s World (renaissanceintuscany.com 2011)

P. 1 Image: Pope Pius II. Detail of the fresco (1502-1507) by Pinturicchio of Pope Pius at Ancona, shortly
before his death, in the Piccolomini Library, Cathedral of Siena. Photo from Wikimedia Commons
(Yorck Project), in the public domain.
P. 2 and P. 3 Images: The cathedral of Pienza, photos by Andrew Johnson.
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NOTES:
P.1: how might renaissance observers themselves have interpreted what we can see: I am far from
alone in seeking this sort of understanding: modern scholarly discussions are invaluable. The book
which probably most ignited this approach, with its concept of ‘the period eye’, is still one of the
most intriguing:Michael Baxandall’s Painting and Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy (Oxford, 1972;
paperback 1974).Timothy Verdon is especially eloquent, knowledgeable and observant on matters
concerning Christian religion in art; his diverse publications touching on Mary and the Church include
Vedere il Mistero: Il genio artistico della liturgia cattolica (Milano, Mondadori, 2003), and Mary in
Western Art (HudsonHills Press, 2006). Verdon’s books seek and appreciate the religious meanings
fundamental to so much medieval and renaissance art.
P.1: donation of Constantine: Nicholas of Cusa’s historical analysis of the ‘donation’ as apocryphal was
in his 1433 De Concordantia Catholica: Nicholas of Cusa, The Catholic Concordance, ed. Paul E. Sigmund
(Cambridge, 1991), Book III, Chapter II, pp. 216-222. Lorenzo Valla’s linguistic proof was set out in
1440, in his De falso credita et ementita Constantini donatione declamatio (various translations). Aeneas
Sylvius Piccolomini’s recognition of the falsity of the ‘donation’ was in his Dialogus de somnio of 1453,
written when Aeneas Sylvius was bishop of Siena: Dialogus de somnio. Dialogo su un sogno, edited and
translated into Italian by A. Scafi (2003); also see Marcello Simonetta, Rinascimento segreto: Il mondo
del Segretario da Petrarca a Machiavelli (FrancoAngeli, 2004), p. 78.
P.1: soul...after it is released...take pleasure in the glory of the present...after death: Pope Pius’s
Commentaries (Gragg), Preface, p. 23. I confess to have preferred the Gragg translation of this phrase,
perhaps idiosyncratically for this essay, to the updated I Tatti translation (‘the living take pleasure in
theglory that is theirs today, and hope it will continue after death’).
P.2: Dionysius...appearances of beauty are signs of an invisible loveliness: Pseudo-Dionysius: The
Complete Works, translated by Colm Luibheid (Paulist Press, 1987); in The Celestial Hierarchy, p. 146.
P.2: Bishop William Durand...Rationale divinorum officiorum: Durand, Rationale: pp. 1, 3-5, 11, 14, 63;
then pp. 19, 16, 32. That is, The Rationale divinorum officiorum of William Durand of Mende: A new
translation of the Prologue and Book One, by Timothy Thibodeau (Columbia University Press, 2007).
See also William Durand On the Clergy and their Vestments: a new translation of Books 2-3 of the
Rationale divinorum officiorum, by Timothy M. Thibodeau (Scranton, 2010).
P.2: Word of God makes use of poetic imagery: Dionysius, p. 148.
Pp.2-4: Durand is especially comprehensive...: quotes are from his Rationale, pp. 19, 16, 32, 34
(pictures...move the soul), p. 91 (eyes of the wise man are in his head) and p. 90 (invisible
things...visible things).
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